
RESTAURANT £20 FREE BET  
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

Issued 01/04/2024              GAMBLE RESPONSIBLY | MUST BE OVER 18                   
 

1. PROMOTER 
 
Rainbow Casino Bristol, Explore Lane, Bristol, BS1 5TY Rainbow Casino Bristol is a trading name and premises 
of Double Diamond Gaming Ltd. Registered in England and Wales 6896085. Address 1 Portland Road, Edgbaston, 
Birmingham, B16 9HN. Double Diamond Gaming Ltd are licensed and regulated by the UK Gambling Commission. 

 
 
 2. GENERAL  
 
The following general terms and conditions apply to this promotion as a whole and to each individual parts of the 
promotion.  
1. To take part in the promotion you must be over the age of 18 and not a suspended person from Rainbow 

Casino.  

2. Prizes, vouchers, discounts or offers can only be used or redeemed in the casino they are issued and are 
not transferrable.  

3. Lost or missing prizes, vouchers, discounts or offers will not be replaced.  

4. Management reserve the right to change the promotion and its terms and conditions giving notice of 24 
hours.  

5. A Gaming Day is classed as beginning at 8am and ending at 8am the following calendar day.  

6. This promotion is not open to employees of Double Diamond Gaming Ltd, their families and anyone 
connected to the organisation or running of this promotion.  

7. Management reserve the right to refuse customers from further participation if that customer has been found 
to be abusing, manipulating or exploiting the promotion and those customers may be barred from the casino.  

8. Prizes and discounts are given at their face value and cannot be exchanged for an alternative.  

9. Management decision is final and there is no right to appeal.  

 
 
3. OVERVIEW 
 
Purchase a two course meal (main meal and starter or dessert) to receive £20 Free Bet when you pay the bill. 
Valid only Thursday to Sunday when the restaurant is open for service. 

 
 
4. RULES 
 
1. A main meal and starter or dessert must be from the restaurant menu. 

2. Does not apply to snack menu meals or items. 

2. Only valid when the meal and starter or dessert is paid for. 

4. Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. 

5. The £20 free bet will be for the casino tables only and £20 FREE BET rules apply. 

 
 
5. £20 FREE BET RULES 
 
1. Only one free bet voucher allowed per person, each day.  

2. Only one free bet voucher allowed on the roulette table at any one time for each spin. 

3. Only one free bet voucher allowed on the Blackjack or Three Card Poker table per dealer’s hand. 

4. Blackjack and Three Card Poker standard bets only. 

5. The free bet value must be used in full as a single stake. Voucher value not paid.  

6. Winning bets return chips and voucher will be removed after bet.  

7. No counter bet to voucher with cash allowed.  

8. Not exchangeable for chips or cash.  

9. Management decision is final and may withdraw the offer with 24 hour notice given.  

10. Voucher is only valid on the date given.  

 
 
6. RESPONSIBLE GAMBLING 
 
Double Diamond Gaming Ltd supports responsible gambling. All Rainbow Casino venues are committed to 
promoting responsible gambling and provide free literature within its casinos. Alternatively, management are 
available to discuss and gambling related issues you may wish to discuss.  

 


